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ORIT HALPERN: I talk a lot about method but rarely my own. This talk is very speculative. 

I'll talk a bit about histories of cybernetics, and a bit about some of my collaborative work. 

Today, I want to talk about this method thing, and how much we love it. With so much 

data and analytics we always seem to want to optimize; analyze; make resilient, robust or 

sustainable anything and everything. There are so many solutions. There's so much 
smartness. It's as if ever since the mathematical theory of communication, all we can do is 

focus on the shape of the channel. If once urban planners and designers loved to identify 
the standard urban form-this is how we imagine what you guys did, but by all means, 
correct me-now we like to find the standard algorithm. Now it's all process and method. 

All of this in the hope, of course, that we won't actually have to deal with each other; that 

we can just be like the ants or the bees and generate brilliant self-organizing systems, as 

though there were no hierarchy in hives. (I just thought about the Freelancer's Union 

advertisement in the New York Times and the New York subway). It's as though we can 

avoid what used to be called "politics" and assimilate the ecological insecurity and 

financial instability into our lovely environments. 

But all these methods can get stuck. Jammed. Rotated into familiar and stuck patterns. 

Now that we all love our methods, what keeps us from getting stuck? I want to look at the 

way people get stuck and imagine other approaches. In 1951 Claude Shannon, author of 

the The Mathematical Theory of Communication, built a maze-solving machine. To exhibit 

it, he staged a little performance. In fact, cybernetics is filled with these performances. 

And performativity is quite critical for me, as a strategy, as a method and as a way to 

think through and work with problems. One of the questions, of course, is how one creates 

different types of performance. What is the relationship between performances, demos 

and prototypes? Do demos always have to come along with death, as in Nicholas 

Negroponte's "demo or die" mantra? 

This performance was staged at the Macy Conferences on cybernetics in front of an 

assembly of some of the foremost scientists of the time in fields ranging from behavioral 
to social to physical sciences. It's commonly touted. The anthropologist Rebecca Lemov, 

to whom I'm indebted for this tale, has already signaled that it was the beginning of a new 

concept of the human sciences. But this story gets told a lot in the history of cybernetics. 

I'm sure all of you have already seen this little machine. The videos have gone viral. The 

machine-the little robot-had a finger for sensing direction, a limited memory and two 

types of strategies. It could goal-seek and it could investigate. Though operating in a 

jolting manner, the "animal" robot eventually found its way through the maze. When it 
reached its goal at the end of the maze-in a seeming moment of self-recognition of its 

achievements-it rang a bell, lit up and then turned off. All the people that saw it were 
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highly excited and convinced that the system and machine interacting in the maze could 

learn. Indeed it possessed positively lively characteristics. Shannon went on to provoke 
his audience further by demonstrating a total control failure. The mouse was a machine 

capable of conditioning and it could learn one strategy: a fixed strategy. Having gone 

through the maze once, it would switch from investigation to strategy mode. Having 

learned one strategy or algorithm-say if you hit "A," go to "B"-the animal machine could 

re-navigate the maze backwards, assuming the maze was exactly the same. (That's a big 

"if.") If, however, the maze changed, there emerged a problem. Trying to replicate the old 

solution in new conditions led the machine to violently bump in circles, repetitively 

injuring itself with no end. Stuck enacting this repetitive automism, the small mouse 

incited observers to label it pathological and neurotic, even, "positively Orwellian." 
Shannon assuaged and reassured his spectators, however, that there could be a technical 

solution: an anti-neurotic circuit breaker. 

How do we break our own habits? You can cut in, change the circuit, shift and actually 

erase the memory of the machine, allowing it to miraculously commence with its activities 

once more. In demonstrating the infinite human potential for rethinking machines, the 

mouse also demonstrated the somewhat cyclical and mechanistic dangers that come with 

thinking the world only as a matter of preprogrammed logics. 

I open with this citation to that most famous of early demonstrations and experiments in 
computation, communication and science because it's not only about what it shows, but 

how it was shown; this experiment was also a performance that created knowledge, a 

mode of cybernetic knowledge. It is also inspiration for, and a method that influenced a 

number of my own collaborations. These troubling experiments were part of the broader 

transformation I mentioned in the social and human sciences. Cyberneticians increasingly 

turned the world into a theater, or zoo, but what kind of performance, or "demo," to use 
contemporary parlance, made up this self-contained and self-produced world? The 

experiment becomes a performative enactment that's speculative. But here the question 

for me is the relationship between speculation and imagination. What does it mean to 

address the future? Are these addresses accompanied by knowledge, or are they an 

attempt to produce the new? 

The cybernetic zoo was very varied, from William Grey Walter's little robot turtles that fell 

in love with each other, to Gregory Bateson's porpoises, to simulations of disaster in 

nuclear wars. But there's a big difference, I think, between the playfulness enacted in 

these experiments and simulations with a known endpoint, tested by the game theory 

conditions. We tend to put all the communication sciences together-game theory, 

cybernetics and so on. But I'm very interested in interrogating the differences here. The 

image of the world in enactment and reality becomes a blurry place. To transgress the 
possible, the probable, the fantastical and the real. Producing new realities, making new 

features of the world visible, and simultaneously obscuring and denying many other 

features of the social world. As a historian of science, I try to understand where these 

practices are similar. How can things be both homogenous in the strata of history, and 

ultimately diverse and plural? 

Arguably, today we live in the legacies of these systems. And these are the things I'm 

studying now: clouds, standing on the shore of vast digital realms; massive data worlds 

built by corporations like Google; and enormous greenfield developments like the Songdo, 

which are considered test beds or demos for the future of life. People don't even care if 

these things succeed or don't. The whole thing is just a kind of experiment for innovating 

on human life itself. Gok9e Giinel, who's here today, and I have talked about this idea of 
apocalyptic hope and precarity, a sort of experimentation with the end that we embrace 

lovingly so that the end will never arrive. This constant demo-ing defers a conclusion. So, 

we're forced to ask about the relationship between these experiments and reality. What 
types of inquiry can the social sciences develop to address these self-enclosed and 

auto poetic worlds? How do we simultaneously embrace and reimagine this culture of the 
test bed and the performance? And of course, other questions emerge: Where are 

observers situated? What are the boundaries of this laboratory? Where does the world 

start and end? What sort of actions can create mirrors that produce different realities and 

help us address ongoing moral, ethical and political inequalities while generating new 

images of the world? What would constitute moral and ethical evaluation in a world of 

smart machines and seemingly stupid spaces? 



So in this sense, Shannon's mouse teaches us some lessons, as does the entire cybernetic 
zoo. Cybernetitians love doing experiments that perform. It's an anti-method method. 

Instead of starting with a hypothesis, you start with situations. From a condition of 

possibility, we'll form and then learn. But of course, you can always get stuck. How do we 

experiment and also improvise? How do you not get what you're looking for? This is 

something that preoccupies me ethnographically: How do you actually listen to your 

data? How do you find new stuff or break the preconditioning of the data that comes in? 

In this feedback loop, I want to talk briefly about some of the collaborative projects I have 

done and how all these questions have fed into them. 

Smart cities like Songdo are what we usually consider pretty banal, stupid, big, dumb and 

horrid. We all have conclusions about them. I mean, what could we say anymore about 

smartness? We know these things are biopolitical and neoliberal. The labor conditions are 

horrid. The architecture's algorithmic. The whole thing is a spatial product built by 
managers and computers, just ready to plug in anywhere on the planet. How do we make 

this thing interesting? What would it take to "queer" smartness, if you will? Sometimes it 

seems like we're just too close to what we're studying, miming all those algorithmic logics 
in person and pattern-seeking according to our own standard methods. 

I'm a historian of science by training. My own work is on big data and interactivity. I also 
work in a number of collaborations, usually with artists and designers, to sometimes 

greater and sometimes lesser effect. One team I've worked with for a while is the Milgram 
Group, which is named after the famous psychologist Stanley Milgram. We stuck 
ourselves together in a room and almost killed each other, but things came out of the 

collaboration. The question of which situations produce emergence or some new finding is 

of interest to me. We worked together to study digital infrastructures. We wrote a number 

of articles as well as pamphlets and books. At the Guggenheim/BMW Lab, we handed out 

a broadsheet that creatively mapped digital infrastructures through their histories and 

unintuitive qualities-the Alice in Wonderlands of different animals, beasts, metaphors 

and analogies. We try to queer digital infrastructures and make them interesting. And we 

tried to create different ways of mapping things. 

Each of us had different ideas of what we wanted to do, but we loosely thought about 

digital media as linked somehow. We felt a bit like a cybernetic mouse and like someone 

trapped in a Milgram experiment. In many ways, we felt like we were being conditioned to 

act in a particular way. We felt like subjects in a scientific study whose greater purpose 
remained unknown to us. But rather than negate this sentiment, however, we chose to 

embrace it. 

We thought about situations, not methods, that provoke the new. We chose sites that 

each of us had to respond to, with the understanding that it would create something 

collective. It was quite interesting to see how we ended up mapping seemingly banal and 

stupid complexes. We created medieval bestiaries of languages. We tried to think of 
algorithms and digital media in a whole set of unintuitive terms-such as vampires, Alice 

in Wonderland, charming mice and other neat things. We saw this as a Baconian task, to 

encounter the digital in as many environments as possible. As Francis Bacon once urged, 

research has to start with a collection of instances which agree in the same nature though 

in substance seem most unlike. In the manner of a history without premature speculation 

or a great amount of subtlety ... here's kind of a long-running thing with historians of 

science. We tried to collect as much as we could, respond, recraft and bring each of our 

own genealogies to bear in ways that might create likenesses where we normally wouldn't 

see them. We tried to create an imaginative account but without a premature assumption 
about what we were speculating upon. It was quite difficult. Like I said, we almost hurt 

each other. 

I also run a research lab on emergent infrastructures at the New School. It's a collective of 

historians of science, media theorists, architects and designers. We've recently completed 

our first project, called Furnishing the Cloud. It was a recent exhibition at the Aaronson 

Galleries, and a collaboration between a furniture design course and my graduate seminar 

on infrastructure. It both considered how we've historically imagined the architectures 
and infrastructures of knowledge, power, the universal library, the state archive and the 

collective brain, and attempted to propose new conceptual and physical infrastructures, 
as well as an ergonomics for storing, accessing and processing the contents of this so

called cloud. We built furniture that would create new public spaces in which people could 



intervene. A big question for both classes was how we sense or feel. What are the 

affective or sensory infrastructures of media? We created a web infrastructure with an 

unintuitive glossary. Students created a series of multimodal ethnographies and projects 

that spoke to and linked to furniture pieces. You can check it all out online at 

furnishingthecloud.net. 

To conclude, in my work I try to generate new forms and create counterintuitive mappings 

to generate research that is not deductive, necessarily, but rather, additive. A friend of 

mine that works with improvisational dancers likes to call it "adduction." It's almost like 

you're seizing something out of the world and trying to take it on. How we add to the 

world, in many ways, is a major role of critique. So, for us, naming and performing is a 

creative process, a poetic undertaking. And like a good poem, suitable metaphors provide 

novel viewpoints and new insights into the digital world. Like a poem, it's also 

performance. People make accounts, experiences and even furniture that can rethink how 

we approach and experience infrastructures. I'll end by paraphrasing Dostoyevsky: We all 

know the answers; it's the questions we don't know. In an age of methodolatry, what does 
it means to improvise-to add to knowledge and practice-and to perform with 

signification? 

HOD LIPSON: I'd like to talk about our processes of designing robots. I think you'll see 
many connections to design methodology, and I can already see a few points that we can 

debate. The message I'll try to argue is that algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI) are 

the way to get "unstuck." We humans get stuck in our thinking very frequently, and 

algorithms might be able to save us. 

What we do in our lab is try to build better robots. Specifically, we try to build machines 

that are smart, machines that go beyond automation to become autonomous, make 

decisions and have feelings. In robotics, there is a forbidden word. We call it "the C word." 

At the risk of blasphemy, I'll say it: consciousness. You will never see that word in any 

publication. We can't talk about it. But that's where we want to go. We want to build 
machines that are self-aware, machines that can make their own decisions. Through the 

hundred-year-old cybernetic movement-even with William Grey Walter's robots-the 

feelings that were attributed to machines that only had a couple of wires in them were 

amazing. We still do that today. We build crude machines and attribute all kinds of 
feelings to them. We're trying to create life like the alchemists a thousand years ago. Now, 

forget that I said that word. And I'll show you a little bit of what we're actually trying to 

do. 

Whether you call it consciousness, sentience or self-awareness, the way we look at it as 

engineers is the ability to imagine oneself. This is a very pragmatic, unromantic definition 

of self-awareness, but if you can imagine yourself walking on the beach tomorrow, near 

the Pacific Ocean-if you can feel the sand, if you can hear the water and if you can 

imagine something that you haven't actually experienced-you have the sort of self

awareness that we're trying to get to. 

Can machines imagine situations they haven't been in and reason around them? That's 
what we're trying to do. Outside of robotics, Hollywood is all about self-aware robots. All 

the robots in science fiction in Hollywood are self-aware. Sometimes it's a happy 

relationship; sometimes it's a more complicated relationship with mixed feelings, but 
these feelings are always there. In contrast, if you look at real engineering, most robots 

have no feelings whatsoever. The ten million or so industrial robots out there in factories 

doing the same thing every day don't think about anything. They don't make decisions or 

worry about what would happen if a bolt falls off. They just do their thing. We can make 

robots that are superhuman in almost any way you want to measure them. We built a 

robot in our lab that grabs and throws things. It can get three bull's-eyes every time. It's 

super-accurate. You've probably seen the big dog from Boston Dynamics that is very 

powerful. You don't want something like that running away-most roboticists don't want 

the robots to have ideas of their own. But the one thing robots lack today is an ability to 

adapt to new situations. That's the weak point of robotics today. That's the biggest 

research challenge today: making adaptive robots. 

According to Darwin, " ... it is neither the strongest nor the most intelligent of the species 
that survive, but the one most responsive to change." Adaptation lies at the core of 

everything-of life. How can we make machines that are more adaptive? Speaking about 



methodology, here's the controversy, at least in engineering. When we started making our 

robots we said to ourselves, "forget the old method of making robots that involved people 
sitting at desks, designing a robot, wiring it up, demo-ing it and doing all of those things. 

Forget about the human in the loop, because it is the human that gets us stuck." Let's 
allow evolution, or AI, broadly speaking, to evolve design problems for us. 

We threw into a big vat lots of robot pieces: wires, motors, bars, joints and many other 

components (I'm talking about a big simulated vat, not a real vat). We created a big 

physics simulator for these pieces, and we let evolution put them together in many 

random ways. The criterion for breeding these robots was that we wanted a machine that 

could move. So, we said, "Let physics run its course. Let's see which robots move faster. 

The ones that move faster will get to breed with other robots. They'll have offspring and 
maybe those will move even faster. If we keep on doing this for a thousand generations, 

eventually we might get some interesting machines." That was the idea. It's very hands

off. It's a total surrender: "Let's see what we get." 

This was back in 2000. Our big 16-core machine, probably slower than the cellphone you 
now have in your pocket, was a big deal back then. This was not the 50s, but still, it was a 

very slow machine compared to today. We ran it for a week and plotted our progress over 

time. For the first hundred generations, nothing happened. We just got piles of junk with 

wires and motors attached to them. They couldn't move anywhere. There was no 

progress. But then something happened, around the hundredth generation, in which wires 

connected to motors in such a way that some piles of junk begin to vibrate. These 

vibrating piles of junk moved a little bit-not a lot-but that was infinitely better than the 

others that didn't move at all. They began to take over the population. And after several 
hundred generations they improved, through these punctuated equilibria as performance 

improved in fits and starts. After another week went by, the robots could crawl across the 

simulated floor. 

We got very interesting designs. We didn't design these robots. We had set up the 
building blocks and a target, and went on vacation. When we came back we got these 

machines. The machines almost look like they were intelligently designed. One has a sort 

of symmetry to it. It wiggles its tail in an interesting way. It was totally an emergent 

design created through a process of evolution. 

Of course, to satisfy the demo criteria, we physically built two of these machines, and had 

them crawl across the floor. We used a 3-D printer. I think these were the first-ever 3-D

printed robots. This was back in 2000. They're printed in one shot. These robots were 
liberated from the simulated world into the physical world through the 3-D printer. 

Whenever I show this work, I encounter very interesting reactions. Most engineers will 

say, "Machines can never design as well as humans. Humans need to be in the loop." 

Others will say this is a way to elevate designers to a point at which they just specify 

goals and critique solutions. They play around with building blocks and let AI become an 
assistant in the design process of generating solutions. Designers can just pick out what 

they want. 

Our robots made the New York Times front page with headlines like, "Robots Building 

Robots: The End of the World Is Near." That didn't happen. But I did get my faculty 
position at Cornell, which was a good outcome of that process. Still, I knew I was not going 

to get tenure by making plastic robots. I needed to make robots out of titanium. In 

mechanical engineering, this was the least I could do, right? So, I built an incredibly 

complex machine. It has a paintball canister in the center, lots of valves and pneumatic 

actuators. It's just impossible to control. My idea was that if I can make this thing gallop in 

the field, I will beat my colleagues who are control theorists. If I could get my robots to 

beat the performance of these other people's, then I will surely get tenure. So, I built this 

machine. We got a bunch of students. We put the machine in a big cage and we let it learn. 
Our process was to leave various controllers, or "brains," alone overnight and let them 

compete. The better ones got to reproduce with other good controllers. There was a 

camera that watched the robot to see how well it did. At the beginning, it didn't do very 

well. It didn't move very fast at all. But over time, the robot learned how to walk through a 
self-learning evolutionary process. 

But I realized that I was not going to get tenure with a robot like this. It doesn't move fast 

enouah. and it doesn't look like it's aoina to take over the world either. It was a real 



problem. I was running out of time. On the one hand we evolved robots in simulation. That 
was great. But the problem was that you can do things in simulation that don't necessarily 

work in reality. Orit, you asked why there are so many demos. The demos are necessary to 

prove that your idea works in reality, not just on paper. That becomes necessary as 

machines (and ideas) become more complex. The process only worked for me in my first 

project because the robots were very simple, but it wouldn't work for complex things. 

That was a problem. 

In the second project I showed today, there was no simulation. The machine was in a cage 

in reality. The learning process took place in reality. But it was too slow. The machine can 
only learn so much overnight. Working in reality is slow, expensive and wears out the 

machine. It doesn't work that well. 

The third approach I'll show today is built upon the idea of simulation and reality working 
together. I hope this will give an idea of what "self-awareness" is all about. In my fourth 

year at Cornell-and I'm getting desperate, as I have to hand in my tenure package in the 
fifth year-1 thought, let's start with a very crude simulator that doesn't work very well. 

We're going to use it to breed robots, take the best robot and build that in reality. Because 

the simulator is not very good, that robot is not going to work very well. Nevertheless, 

we're going to collect data about how that robot performs. What kind of data? We're going 

to collect actuation and sensation, motor commands and accelerations, actions and 

sensations. 

We take all of that big data, and we use it-now, this is the key point-not just to breed 

robots but to breed simulators. We breed models of the world. 

Just as we had bred robots, we now use this AI evolution to design models of 

performance and predict how it's going work. The simulators and robots co-evolve, like 

predator and prey, or maybe like student and professor. They help each other, but they're 

also somewhat antagonistic. Because in an arms race, everything takes off. 

The last project was this one: It's a four-legged machine that has eight motors, with two 

on each leg, one at the hip and one at the knee. It also has two sensors that measure tilt 

one left and right, the other forward and backward. This robot needs to learn how to walk, 

but the trick is that it does not know what it looks like. It does not know that it has four 

legs. Imagine yourself sitting in a black box with no windows. All you have in front of you 

are eight knobs. And as you turn the knobs, you can feel this box tilting. That's what this 

robot feels. It has no notion of whether it is a tree, a spider or a snake. Maybe this is not 

unlike what the brain of a newborn baby feels, where self-awareness begins. 

The way this robot works initially is that it moves randomly. It babbles. It moves its 

motors around and begins to create hypotheses, or models, of what it might be. And then 

-this is the critical step-it tries to disambiguate these models by seeing how the 

motors' movements make these models disagree in their predictions. For example, by 

moving motor number seven it should feel a tilt this way if it's a snake, and that way if it's 

a spider. If the spider self-image and the snake self-image disagree on what would happen 

when you move motor seven, so that would be a good experiment to do. 

A good scientist designs an experiment that causes two theories to disagree in their 
prediction. That's the key to science. And that's exactly what this machine does. We try to 

embed, in terms of methodology, automation within the process of exploration. Here is a 

video of our first runs (and in robotics you always have the camera rolling, in case this 

becomes the last time the robot will work). Here it is, trying to create a model of itself. It 
died. That was sad. But we plugged it in and we tamed it a little bit, so it didn't move too 

violently. 

The next time the robot explored itself more timidly and created models of itself. All the 

models were initially wrong. But the models all enabled the robot to explain the tilt of the 
box correctly, so they are valid hypotheses. After about eight out of sixteen trials into the 

run-over about four days-it begins to realize it has four legs. It doesn't quite know how 

they're connected, and at what angle. But after sixteen trials it created an accurate model 
of itself. Remember, we're after consciousness and self-awareness, right? 

Eventually, the robot uses its self-image to figure out how to walk. We can peep into its 

imagination, and then see the robot walking in reality. Frankly, we were hoping to get an 



evil spidery walk, but instead we got this sad way of moving forward. Still, you have to 

remember that the robot did not do walking tests before. It did not have a model of itself, 
nor was it programmed to walk by a human. All of this is spontaneous. The robot figured 

out how to move forward. 

As a test, we did something cruel: We chopped off a leg. And we watched what happened. 

Within about a day, the robot's model loses a leg as well-its self-image loses a leg, and 

the robot starts to move in a different way. Now, I know it's sad. But we put the leg back 

on again. The robot can retire happily. Remember, there's no sensor that says "leg came 

off, switch to Plan B." This is all spontaneous. The leg came off, the dynamics change, 

self-image changed and then the behavior changed accordingly. 

We plotted the results, using red dots to show what a random controller does, black dots 
to show what the robot thinks it's going to do with its self-image, and blue dots to show 

what the robot actually does in physical reality. Like anything else in academia, this robot 

has an inflated self-image. It thinks it's going to get twice as far as it really does. 

Nevertheless, that self-image allows it to make the right decisions. 

To sum things up, we try to get machines to learn. The challenge is that we can't work 

entirely in simulation because we lose track of reality, but we can't work entirely in reality 

because it's too slow, expensive and risky. So, we ended up with the idea of machines that 

learn to simulate themselves. When they learn to do so, they can start designing and 

exploring on their own, much like you and I explore our options in our imagination of the 

world, and not in the real world. In two examples shown today, the robot designs its shape 

as well as its behavior. 

We've applied this approach to many different domains. We're also doing experiments in 

art. Recently, we've gotten robots to paint in oil on canvas, and anticipate what people will 

like and not like. These might not look very impressive, but I can tell you that I can't paint 

my way out of a paper bag, and the fact that my robot can do a lot better is a good sign. 

This is a way to get unstuck. 

LEAH MEISTERLIN: Thank you both very much. You've opened for discussion the role of 

the algorithm in design processes and methodologies. I think there are a number of other 

overarching threads connecting your very interesting presentations. You both spoke 

about approaches in design and development that I suppose we could boil down to a 

"throwing stuff together and seeing what happens" methodology. Orit, you spoke about 
pulling individuals together with their distinct backgrounds, preexisting methods, 

preconceptions, biases and approaches to innovation and finding a productive outcome 
through that kind of conflict. It may or may not have come to blows. For Hod, the same 
thing happens in simulation (and the role of performance in simulation is another thread 

we can come back to) by throwing pieces of robots together in the same vat. I'm 

interested in the contrasting perspectives evident in the language you use. Is the 

algorithmic approach of letting systems learn anti-collaborative? It's rooted in conflict, in 

that something's got to win. Something's got to lose, out-survive, outpace or defeat the 

other components. Possibilities don't come together in an additive way. 

HL: In the evolutionary approach to design, you always have hundreds of designs 

competing. In a way, it is like having hundreds of designers competing. Some designs are 

better than others, while others are lost in history and still others get a chance to improve. 

LM: Is there a possibility for innovation through recombinant measures? 

HL: Absolutely. We call it "breeding" but you can call it whatever you want. You can take 
half of one design and half of another, and put them together. It's a very quantitative way 

of combining ideas. It's actually very important for these algorithms. Without this kind of 

recombination, the outcomes don't work very well, and we have many examples of this. 

But the more exciting thing, which is difficult to do, is not to combine ideas but to take 

two ideas and merge them in more clever ways. There is a lot of research on what people 

call "collaborative design" in an evolutionary setting. It's more like symbiosis, when two 

things amplify each other and make it to the next level together. It's more difficult to do 

quantitatively. You get a lot of freeloaders: two ideas that combine together even though 

there's really only one idea supporting the pair. We haven't found a way to get rid of these 

things. But that's an active research area. 



LM: It makes sense that it would be more difficult to find productive resolution through 

quantitative processes. Of course, free riders and recombination are common in larger

scale human collaboration as well, which I suspect are at the root of conflict in 

collaboration. Orit, can you speak to that productive conflict? 

OH: Yes. It's a really good point in general. I loved your presentation. Historically 

speaking, I don't think algorithms always get us stuck, but I think it's an interesting 

question. A lot of people would think that people get stuck because they're caught in a 
pattern-game theorists, for example, would just repeat themselves. This was a common 

issue with both people and machines in the cybernetic age. One of the things that has 
come up in today's talk is this question of difference. This idea of a self-organizing vat of 

robot parts also precludes a larger question, both at human and machine levels, around 

what constitutes difference and how much diversity is in the pool. How many different 
temporalities, and how many different options can recombine, in what different ways? At 

the heart of attempting to create emergent or innovative methods lies this question of 

difference. I mean that from every level, from critical race theory down to algorithms. 

In terms of collaboration, we kind of jokingly took the Milgram name, but we also wanted 

to unmoor it from the idea that all forms of competition are necessarily aggressive. 

Obviously, we all wanted to succeed together, even though we didn't know what we were 

doing. There is a fine difference between collaboration and competition, because the 
reverse side of hyper-competition is this smooth world of happily collaborative entities 

that all work together in the digital sweatshop. We need to find new ways to think about 

the problem that aren't either side of this dialectic. Maybe we have to be more creative 

with our concepts of evolution, change or emergence. 

LM: My second prompt was along the lines of difference as well, so I'm very glad you said 

that. In business design research circles at the moment, the question of how to engineer 

serendipity has gained currency, whether to apply algorithmic or programming thinking 

toward the environments in which human beings are asked to collaborate and innovate. 

Whether we are successful at innovation in those fields comes down to the degree of 
pluralism within the environment-pluralism among actors, agents, intellectual diversity 

or diversity of their capabilities. 

Along the lines of difference and differentiation, how do imagined outcomes play a role in 

the way you both think about research and the design of a methodology? Hod, you speak 

in terms of the robot's ability to produce the right or wrong outcome. We know what it's 
learning to do. We know what that outcome is. Whereas with more open-ended questions 

or in conditions in which an outcome can take multiple forms, how might methods be 

designed or considered in the first place? 

OH: I wish I had an answer! "Having lost Utopia, we now can provide you with three easy 

ways to envision it!" I think that's a constant struggle. I think it's, again, very much about 
creating conditions of possibility. In some sense, this question about simulation and 

performance is less about the difference between the laboratory and the world as much 
as the different environments that produce varied potential modes of creating. There are 

many projects I've done with people in which we've tried to imagine-and this is a very 
common strategy-a counter-history. You reimagine this problem or that solution. What if 

the water rose? How would you design? What if, what if, what if? We think hard about how 

to produce places where speculative games re-engage ethnographically and historically 

with data. And that forces the question of whether the way we frame the "what if" is even 

the right "what if." In some sense, there has to be iterative feedback when what you're 

finding about the world forces you to reconceive what you imagine the world to be. 

One of the issues behind forensics-and it depends how you understand it and how 

tightly we define the term around the question of what constitutes proof and evidence-is 

that you're constantly trying to learn from what you're actually gathering from the 

material. That's going to constantly reconstruct your understanding of an event and your 

projection of its future. 

HL: Likewise, I think that's a very interesting and difficult question to answer. When we let 

our algorithms loose, we set criteria that are very simple, like how fast a robot can move. 

Apart from that, it's very open-ended. One thing that can kill the entire process is lack of 

diversity, exactly as you said. If we don't have some measure that encourages diversity in 



the population of ideas that are competing, the outcomes converge, the winner takes all 

and we get no good competition of ideas. We very quickly get something that works but it 

doesn't continue to grow. That's the end of the game. We, and the entire community of 
people working on evolutionary design, spend a lot of time figuring out how to get 

diversity to happen. If you Google "diversity maintenance in design automation" you will 
find tons of papers trying to do this in a very methodological, computational way. 

If you have one criterion, you're dead in the water. You have to have multiple criteria with 

a whole Pareto front of solutions. Diversity comes from the fact that you have many 
different criteria, not different ideas. If you have just one metric, then you're not going to 

have a lot of diversity. That's the bottom line of what we learned the hard way, 
computationally. Let's put it this way: If the business design researchers only think about 

one criteria, which is how much money the business makes, they're not going to get 

diverse results. The people who design criteria also need to be diverse in their thinking 

about metrics. Then they'll get many solutions. That is happening in DIY movements: 

We're creating other criteria for what it means to be successful. That's what we've learned 

about diversity, in computers, so it may or may not transfer to humans. 

AUDIENCE [REINHOLD MARTIN]: Another interesting question is somewhere in the step 

between zero and one-the "How do you know?" moment. The obvious question is: Why 

choose this painting as a criterion? Why not a black square on a white background? Or to 

put it more generally, why calibrate intelligence or sentience as if we were looking in a 

mirror? As if we have legs and therefore intelligent machines will have legs? 
Performatively, you seem to be calibrating instrumental criteria to human experience. The 

beauty of this is that humanism seems secure in the engineering school while challenges 
to humanism remain centered in the humanities. If you picked Hendrix, not Dylan, as the 

subject of painting, you would lean toward the more anti-humanist side of 60s rock 'n' roll. 

You see what I'm saying? Why not an abstract painting, for example? Rather than 
figuration, why not something that challenges our understanding of our own intelligence? 
Why not difference-real difference? 

HL: There's a practical reason for that. When we get too abstract with our designs, people 

don't know if we really meant it or if it happened by chance. 

RM: Same problem with the artists! 

HL: Right! Our painter robot is a budding artist, and if it drew something that's completely 

abstract you would say, "Oh it's just a random painting machine." We had to draw 

something that you will appreciate. In 30 years it will draw abstract stuff and you will buy 

it. It's a very practical thing. If I design a robot that does something crazy that nobody 

cares about, then I wouldn't get tenure. But it's the same thing. We have to go for goals 

that are commonly agreed upon as difficult first, before we make up our own goals. That's 

important. If we go for other goals, it's difficult for society to trust that we're going in the 
right direction. 

RM: I appreciate that, especially the tenure part. I totally understand. Yes, these are 

conservative institutions that need to recognize themselves in their offspring. But I'm also 
wondering, vis-a-vis the design context this represents, that if you were to design the 
experiment differently-away from performance and toward cognition, but a kind of 

cognition that's graspable at some other level, that may be more difficult, less 

recognizable, more troubling and so on-whether that is more verboten than 

consciousness from the institutional point of view in engineering? It's like a Duchampian 

experiment, an experiment with chance itself that asks the question with every move, "Is 

this random? Does god throw dice?" The kind of philosophical question that humans use 

to challenge their own critical consciousness could theoretically be deployed 
mechanically, I suppose. What would it mean to design a robot philosopher rather than a 

robot engineer? 

HL: I'm not sure. It's too abstract for me. 

RM: I'm trying to displace the discussion a bit and connect to Orit's subtext. One of the 
problems that designers, artists and writers-humanities people, let's say-have is that of 

authorship. It has been suggested that the idea that the person who writes a book or 

makes a painting is an author is a narcissistic fiction rather than some sort of historical 

actuality. It's a hypothesis that's been floating out there for a while. I'm wondering what it 



would mean to transfer that problem over to engineering. 

HL: I don't know how we can really get to open-ended ness. Engineering tends to be goal

oriented; we can never escape the goal. Breeding robots is already pretty out-of-the-box 

for engineers. If you also remove the goal, you can get all kinds of machines. It is 

provocative. We have a website called Endless Forms, which shows people random 

shapes, asks them to pick some, tries to understand what they're looking for and shows 

them more random shapes that are a bit closer to what they want. People can use that to 

design things. People design crazy shapes there in an unstructured way. They don't know 
what they're going to design; they just play around. This is as far as we got with 
unstructured, goal- less design, but it's very, very difficult to get the goal out of the 

design. It's a big struggle. 

LM: As a follow-up to Reinhold's question on the robot philosopher, what would ethical 

evaluation look like in a world of smart machines? What would a robot capable of ethical 

determination be? I want to see that robot. 

OH: I don't know if human beings are capable of ethical determination [laughs]. 

AUDIENCE [DAN T AEYOUNG]: My question is about hidden settings or defaults. Based on 

my understanding of genetic algorithms, I understand that the research question is often 

less about "why is this leg moving?" and more about "how did this leg come to move?" or 

"how was this leg generated?" or "how was this specific chromosome generated?" Hod, it 
seems that for you as an engineer, the process of creating robots might be one of joy or 

wonder at watching one's progeny develop. On one hand, you know what the "hidden 
settings" are. You know to use MOGA-11 or another specific multi-objective optimization 

algorithm; you've determined what settings to use. On the other hand, you also have the 

joy of watching something literally evolve outside of your control. It's a little bit like what 

having a child must be, perhaps. A million generations of evolution later, the response to 

the result of the genetic algorithm is: "Oh wow, look what I discovered! I know exactly 

what I put into it, but what came out of it is different." You can't ask the question "Why is 

this child the way it is?" The question is more about "How did it come to be this way?" 

Your relationship to research maybe involves initial deliberation about the hidden 
settings, then wonder at how the results were born. 

I'm contrasting this with Orit's presentation, of an apprehension of the algorithm, which 

asks, "Why do these things happen? We don't know the hidden settings, so our only 

answer or our only recourse, is to ask why the algorithm operates the way it does." 
Perhaps there's a difference between the engineer and the user, which is made political, 

because not everyone gets to understand the hidden settings. Hod, you know how your 

genetic algorithms work, and so you know why they will also fail. For that reason it's 
probably an incredible delight-it was for me, anyway-when you see a robot gain 
comprehension over its own self, in an incredible, nearly philosophical method of self

inquiry. 

My question then, is what are the "hidden settings" for you? Algorithms have immense 
impact and we are thus modified by them, to a large extent, because there's a landscape 

of algorithms that we don't know the hidden settings of. On one hand, if one doesn't know 

the hidden settings, one can only ask, "Why do these algorithms work the way they do?" 

And on the other hand, for those who understand and manipulate the hidden settings as 

part of their research, the process is one of joy and exploration: How do these things 

happen? What are the hidden settings, and how have they changed? How do you change 

them in order to change what you discover from your research? After all, it seems that 

you're able to have a unique emotional stance toward the algorithm in your research. 

OH: That's an excellent question. One thing I want to say is that I quite love algorithms. 

I'm a historian of them. I like that large-scale systems can challenge our narcissism. No 

matter how well we know how the algorithms work, we never know what they're going to 

do at full scale and at higher degrees of complexity. I love that, in some sense. It also 

challenges us, again, to be creative in the face of radical uncertainty, even though we 

think computers are so bounded and known. There's something in me that wants to 

activate the fact that I don't know everything in the world. That's OK. No one here does. I 
want to find a mode of wonder, or a way to make this an additive relationship. 

The inverse perspective, of course, is that there is a politics of the black box, and what 



gets black boxed and what doesn't. That's a very serious site of intervention and tactical 
concern. As a social scientist and historian, one of my tactics is to make visible, or 

knowable, not only the how but the why-not a causal why, as in, "Here's an easy reason: 

A= B." Rather, I'm interested in producing sites of investigation where interventions can 
be made. Smart cities are great examples, as are financial markets. There are a lot of 
places where a black-boxing can be undone. Even if you know how an algorithm's going to 

perform, you won't know what it will do at different scales. There are emergent properties. 

I find this interesting as it raises potentially imaginative and creative opportunities for us 

back in the human world. 

HL: I can only echo that. Although you say we understand the algorithm, we have no way 

of predicting what it's going to produce. Our understanding is very, very shallow 

compared to the complexity of the landscape that is being produced. You are very right in 

saying there's a joy in getting unscripted solutions out of this process. It is exciting. But 

there is also a loss of control associated with it. When these designs come out, we can't 

answer questions about those designs. We can't say why. We can't rationalize every 
decision. There could be things in those designs that are totally random, and we have to 

live with it. It's a little bit like biology. People bred corn and chicken before they 
understood genetics, and this is a bit how this works. There are about 40,000 people 

using the Endless Forms website. Most of them don't understand how it works but they 

enjoy the product. These people design shapes without knowing anything about 
conventional computer-aided design systems. It's exciting for them to see these forms 

emerge. A lot of people use the site purely because it allows them to do more. There's a 

very good utilitarian reason here. The why is often, perhaps, overrated in academia. 
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